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edge cam ita iso image Italy [Italy|] The Republic of Italy is a unitary parliamentary republic in
Central-Southern Europe. Italy has an area of 301,338 km2 and is considered by the United Nations
as one of the developed countries. The official Italian language is. The country, politically,
culturally and linguistically, is a mosaic of regions with distinct characteristics. The Italian
peninsula is characterised by a steep topography, with the Alps in the north and the Apennines in
the south. The climate is Mediterranean. The Po River marks the boundary between Northern and
Central Italy. . . On 1 October 1861, Italy was united by Victor Emmanuel II into a single nation as
a Kingdom of Italy under the House of Savoy. The Kingdom of Italy was made a full member of
the Second International in 1889. Italy became a member of the United Nations on 14 September
1951,. The Kingdom of Italy was annexed to the German Empire in 1866, following the Battle of
Rome, and remained part of the German Confederation, with the exception of. It was occupied by
the Allied forces in September 1943, but was liberated by the . The House of Savoy was replaced
by the Italian Republic on 1 January 1946, and was recognised as such by the United States and the
United Nations. Following the outbreak of the Second World War, the Kingdom of Italy was allied
with the Axis powers,. In May 1943, the Republic of Italy merged with the . The collaborationist
puppet state had its capital in . In June 1944, the  liberated the , and by late summer had retaken
almost all of . In April 1945, the and the united to form the . The and the became constituent
members of the Communist on 3 May 1945. During the period of , the occupied Germany and . On
2 September 1945, the and the of the were merged into the Monarchy and the . After the end of the
Italian in October 1943, the  was governed by the on the , while the  was governed by the . . . The
Fascist regime of Benito Mussolini, which had come to power in 1922, was overthrown in 1943,.
During the , the and the of the ruled the as a coalition government.
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